Duet™ is a high density stacking chair with versatility and poise. Use individually around a table or connect in rows in a conference room. Duet stacks up to 40 high on a dolly to store or transport. Choose from our palette of contemporary colors.
Stack and store

Backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty, Duet features a lasting solid steel frame and durable polymer seat and back. Duet is manufactured in North America in an ISO 14001 facility.
Duet’s wall saver design provides a worry free solution. Rear legs extend past the seat back to ensure clearance between the wall and the back of the chair. With options that include arms, upholstered seats and backs, a folding tablet and a backpack rack, Duet is suitable for workplace and education environments.

Armless chairs shown in Buzz Blue, Carrot and Cactus.
Duet offers the versatility to belong in any environment. Bar and counter height stacking stools suit common areas and cafeterias, while task and drafting stools offer flexibility in workspaces. For busy learning environments, the durable tablet model is a space-saving option.
Our brights palette creates lively learning spaces, while light and dark neutrals reflect the latest trends in workplace environments. Pair Duet seating with matching Duet stacking tables available in a refined array of colors.
It’s in the details

Options

- Optional durable Black polyethylene writing tablet flips up to allow easy entry
- Left or right handed tablet available. Choose from five laminate finishes
- Book rack or backpack rack models available
- Armless models with ganging frame available
- Ganging bracket set for use with all chairs with non-ganging frame

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in Shadow and Frost.
Above: Seating shown in Carrot.